ASSESSING THE LANDSCAPE OF RECOVERY HOUSING IN KENTUCKY

*Findings from an exploratory project funded by the Kentucky Opioid Response Effort

Currently there are 173 identified active recovery houses in Kentucky (excluding 76 Oxford Houses).

92 out of the 120 counties (76.6%) in Kentucky appear to have NO recovery housing options.

$400
Median resident rent cost per month.

**INTERRUPTION OF RECOVERY POLICIES**

- Zero-Tolerance: 34%
- Intervention Approach: 57%
- Other: 8%

62% of recovery houses offer a mix of nonclinical and clinical services with some paid staff.

61% of recovery houses are NOT handicap accessible.

**MEDICATION FOR OPIOID USE DISORDER (MOUD) POLICIES**

- MOUD allowed: 63%
- MOUD not allowed: 22%
- No response: 13%
- No MOUD policy: 2%

49% of recovery houses provide cleaning items, toiletries, and grocery items.

**POPULATIONS HOUSED BY RECOVERY HOUSES**

- Men: 59%
- Women: 41%
- Women with children: 11%
- Men with children: 2%
- Co-ed: 5%
- Families: 2%
- Re-entry: 7%

*Note: Median resident rent cost per month, interruption of recovery policies, services offered by recovery houses, MOUD policies, and populations housed by recovery houses responses represent the 86 recovery houses which completed the recovery housing survey.
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